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The extended photo-response of solar cells containing ten periods of GaSb/GaAs quantum rings

imbedded in the p-i-n junction has been described using a single-band representation of the

type-II quantum ring structure. By fitting the experimental data, the authors were able to

deduce that the quantum rings are well represented by a Gaussian height distribution and a large

valence band discontinuity. The simulated band of states is shown to be well matched to the

photoluminescence analysis of the structure, with the inhomogeneous size distribution resulting

in a band of hole states roughly 390 meV above the valence band. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4818126]

The incorporation of GaSb/GaAs quantum rings (QRs)

into the junction of a GaAs solar cell has been shown to be

an effective means of increasing the photocurrent of a con-

ventional thin-film solar cell.1 The hole confinement and the

separation of the electron and hole wave-functions character-

istic of type-II heterostructures (i.e., one charge carrier is

localized and the QR and the other one in the barrier) leads

to a range of interesting attributes, such as sub-band gap

absorption and increased electron lifetimes. Although the

photoluminescence (PL) properties of the various GaSb/

GaAs quantum structures have been extensively reported,2

there still remain some inconsistencies between the observed

optical transitions and the nano-structure.3 This paper there-

fore sets out to relate the spectral response of the GaSb/

GaAs solar cell to its structural properties, specifically the

height distribution of the quantum rings.

The solar cell structure used in this study was deposited

using a VG-V80H molecular beam epitaxy reactor. A

detailed description of the growth procedure and the device

structure is given in Ref. 1. The active region of the p-i-n
diode contain ten layers of GaSb/GaAs QRs, with a typical

surface density of 1� 1010 rings/cm2. Cross-sectional trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) images showed the

rings to have a typical outer and inner diameter of 23 and

10 nm, respectively, with a thickness of approximately

1.7 nm.1 These structures were processed into circular solar

cells with a diameter of 1 mm using standard photolithogra-

phy (see inset in Fig. 1). The spectral response of the solar

cell was determined by measuring the short-circuit photocur-

rent using a Keithley 6487 picoammeter and a calibrated

pseudo-monochromatic light source. Appropriate long-pass

filters were used to remove second-order diffraction lines.

Figure 1 shows the extended photo-response achieved

when incorporating GaSb/GaAs QRs into the solar cell. The

spectral response is characterised by two broad bands that

have been found to scale linearly with the number of GaSb

layers introduced inside the junction.1 Both bands have

therefore been attributed to absorption by the GaSb/GaAs

nano-structures, with the narrower band nearer to the GaAs

absorption edge (at 1.3 eV) assigned to the wetting layer

(WL) formed during the GaSb deposition. The broader band,

which typically extends down to 850 meV, was ascribed to

absorption by the quantum rings.

When relating the extended response of the solar cell with

the structural characteristics of type-II quantum structures, var-

ious factors could affect the localization energy of holes, i.e.,

the geometry; the GaSb/GaAs interface composition, as well

as doping effects.4 The relaxation of GaSb quantum dots into

ring-like structures could also alter the localization energy.5

Comparison of various GaSb/GaAs solar cells has, however,

revealed that the basic form of the extended response remained

relatively insensitive to the growth mode (e.g., quantum dot

versus quantum ring formation).6 Additionally, the hole effec-

tive mass, m*, and the valence-band offset, DEVB, also need to

be known, with both parameters dependent on the residual

strain within the GaSb ring.4

When considering the GaSb/GaAs band offsets, a range

of values has been proposed. For the valence-band offset

FIG. 1. Extended photo-response of a typical GaSb/GaAs solar cell (open

circles). The solid lines represent the quantum efficiency of the quantum

rings and the wetting layers simulated using Eqs. (2) and (3). The inset

depicts the device used for the photoresponse measurements.
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between strained GaAs and GaSb, the classical literature

value of 840 meV (Refs. 7 and 8) has been disputed by the

lower emission activation energies observed by deep-level

transient spectroscopy (DLTS) (Ref. 3) and admittance spec-

troscopy.9 The activation energy typically displayed a strong

bias dependence, probing deeper hole levels with increased

band-bending. The contribution of the hole emission to the

capacitance signal will, however, depend on the size distri-

bution of the dots, with the localization energy only match-

ing the valence band offset when quantum confinement

effects become negligible. Large dots are also expected to be

relaxed, with the band offset tending towards that of the nat-

ural band alignment. Additionally, the DLTS signal and

associated activation energy reported by Nowozin et al.3

were also shown to decrease with reverse bias, suggesting

that the distribution of available hole states (which corre-

sponds to a particular height distribution) might be centered

at an energy below the valence band offset. Ab initio calcula-

tions of the unstrained valence band offset between GaSb

and GaAs has produced a range of values, with Wei and

Zunger10 suggesting a low value of 570 meV and Li et al.11 a

revised value of 760 meV. Since the localization energy

determined by capacitance techniques therefore appear to

underestimate the valence band offset, the theoretical value

of 840 meV (Refs. 7 and 8) was used as a trial value to simu-

late the photo-response of the GaSb quantum structures. For

the QR effective hole mass, we assumed a constant value

throughout the well, using the mean effective mass calcu-

lated by spatial averaging across a strained GaSb/GaAs

quantum dot m*¼ 0.097m0.7 The mismatch between the

effective mass of the GaAs barrier and the GaSb QR was

however considered by using the BenDaniel-Duke boundary

conditions12 when calculating the QR states. Based on the

strain calculations by Pryor and Pistor, we used the light

hole mass of 0.082m0 for the GaAs barrier layer. The contri-

bution by the WL was simulated using a GaSb/GaAs valence

band offset of 980 meV and a mean effective hole mass

m*¼ 0.083m0.7

The geometric dependence of the hole localization

energy, Eh, in quantum rings has been intensively described

using a variety of approaches, ranging from a quasi-one-

dimensional representation of the QR13 to complex three-

dimensional simulations.14 In the case of a circular ring, the

ground state energy depends predominantly on the height, H,

and the radial width, DR (outer radius minus inner radius), of

the QR.14 The total energy due to confinement within the QR

can then be best described by a power function14

Eh �
1

H

� �b

þ 1

DR

� �c

; (1)

where the power coefficients have been shown to be b¼ 1/3

and c¼ 1 for a large range of QR geometries.14 When con-

sidering some variance in the QR height and ring width, the

associated width of the energy distribution will primarily

depend on the smaller dimension. Since H<DR for a vari-

ety of growth conditions and material systems,1,15,16 the

height distribution of the rings is expected to determine the

inhomogeneous broadening of the hole states, with the inte-

grated radial confinement only offsetting the mean energy.

Preliminary values for the hole localization energies were

therefore estimated using a finite potential, single-band

model for the GaSb QRs, with the one-dimensional well

width representing the height of the QR, and the GaSb/GaAs

valence band offset the well potential. The energy distribu-

tion of the ground state could then easily be related to a par-

ticular QR height distribution, with the DR distribution used

to offset the mean energy using Eq. (1). Following the initial

simulation of the experimental photo-response, the choice of

band parameters (i.e., valence band offset and effective hole

mass) could be reassessed by comparing the simulated QR

height and hole energy distributions, with the TEM and PL

results obtained for the solar cells.

In the case of the type-II GaSb/GaAs structure, the opti-

cal absorption involves localized hole states within the QR

and the continuum of electron states within the conduction

band of the GaAs barrier layer. Although we initially limited

the optical transitions to the C (k¼ 0) point of the Brillouin

zone, we later found that relaxing the allowed optical transi-

tions to include states beyond the C-point (k> 0) led to

absorption spectra with the same characteristics as the exper-

imental spectra. The photo-response was consequently calcu-

lated by integrating the contribution by a particular energy

segment of the QR hole states (DEh) and the entire distribu-

tion of conduction band states (assuming a parabolic conduc-

tion band near the C-point). In other words, the contribution

by the QRs is treated as a band of deep centres, assuming a

flat subband (heavy in-plane hole mass) for the QRs. By rep-

resenting the photo-ionization cross-section of each segment,

rDE (h�), using Lucovsky’s d-potential model,17 the spectral

dependence of the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) could

then be described by

IQEðh�Þ ¼
ð

band

rDE dEh; (2)

rDEðh�Þ ¼
BN

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEg � EhÞ

p
ðh� � Eg þ EhÞ3=2

ðh�Þ3
; (3)

where Eg is the GaAs band gap energy, Eh the hole localiza-

tion energy of the band segment integrated, and N(Eh) the

energy distribution of the hole state density. The pre-factor B
collects all the energy independent terms, with the remaining

symbols having their usual meaning. The simulated photo-

responses of the QR and the WL are depicted by the solid

lines in Figure 1. The IQE spectrum was obtained by

describing the QR height by a Gaussian distribution and

adjusting the mean and full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the distribution until a good correlation with the

experimental spectrum could be attained. The DR distribu-

tion was calculated from the height distribution by assuming

a constant volume (which was estimated from the TEM

result) for the QRs. Figure 2 shows the QR height distribu-

tion used to simulate the spectral response for particular

choices for the valence band offset. The QR height distribu-

tion is found to vary between 1.25 and 1.45 nm for decreas-

ing DEVB, with the distribution broadening significantly

when selecting a small band offset (DEVB¼ 750 meV).

Following the optimization of the QR height distribution,

the associated hole energy distribution could be determined

063902-2 Wagener et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 063902 (2013)
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concurrently. Figure 3 gives the energy distribution of the

localized hole states stemming from the simulation of the QR

response in Figure 1. The lines represent the energy distribu-

tions obtained with a valence band offset of 950, 840, and

750 meV. In each case, the hole localization energy associated

with the radial width was used to adjust the mean of the

energy distribution. Also included is the energy distribution

calculated from the room temperature PL spectrum of the

same sample (solid circles). Since the PL transitions would

predominantly be between electron states near the conduction

band minimum (k¼ 0) and the localized hole states, with the

hole distribution expected to be homogeneously distributed

across the QRs at room temperature, the PL spectrum is

expected to be a good representation of the hole energy distri-

bution. The QR states calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3) are

therefore well matched to the PL analysis when using a large

valance band offset, with a Gaussian height distribution pro-

ducing an asymmetric energy distribution centered 370 meV

above the valence band maximum. In another study, the opti-

cal transition energies were calculated using an 8-band k�p
model.5 However, the results only correlated with the emis-

sion energies of the PL spectra when using a much smaller

valence band offset of 540 meV in their analyses. The discrep-

ancy likely lies with an overestimation of the nano-structure

size, particularly since it was estimated from atomic force mi-

croscopy performed on uncapped structures. In our study,

cross-sectional TEM of the imbedded structures clearly revealed

the formation of coherently strained GaSb QRs with an approxi-

mate height of 1.7 nm.1 Although the one-dimensional represen-

tation used to relate the QR height and radial width to the hole

localization energy could be viewed as an oversimplification of

the quantum structure, the good agreement between the simu-

lated height distribution for DEVB¼ 950 meV and the TEM

results suggests that the approach, as well as the band parame-

ters chosen, is appropriate.

Analogous to our analysis of the QR response, the thick-

ness distribution and associated energy distribution of the

WL was simulated from the IQE spectrum presented in

Figure 1. Using the band parameters proposed by Pryor and

Pistol7 for a 2-dimensional nano-structure, the WL could be

described by a mean thickness and hole localization energy

of 0.54 nm and 217 meV, respectively. Even though a greatly

simplified valence band structure was assumed for the analy-

sis, the estimated PL transition energy of 1.30 eV is represen-

tative of most PL reports.18–20

In order to ascertain to what extent the choice in band

parameters, i.e., the valence band offset and the effective

hole mass effect the calculations, the height and energy dis-

tributions were compared for a range of band parameters.

Figure 4 describes the dependence of the peak localization

energy and QR height for different values of DEVB. The error

bars represent the distribution of the simulated distribution

FIG. 2. Quantum ring height distribution used to simulate the extended

photo-response of the GaSb/GaAs solar cell. Each distribution was calcu-

lated for a particular choice for the valence band offset. The distribution has

a mean value of 1.2 nm for a band offset of 950 meV and an effective hole

mass of 0.097m0.

FIG. 3. Hole energy distributions emanating from the simulation of the QR

related response in Figure 1. The solid circles represent the hole energy dis-

tribution estimated from the room temperature PL spectrum (i.e., band gap

energy minus transition energy) of the same structure. The distribution

obtained with DEVB¼ 950 meV (peak¼ 370 meV; FWHM¼ 220 meV) is

well matched to the PL analysis.

FIG. 4. The hole localization energy

(a) and QR height (b) for different

choices of the valence band offset. The

bars represent the FWHM of each

distribution. The contribution by the

radial confinement energy is indicated

by the dashed line. The solid lines are

a guide to the eye.
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determined for each case. Also included is the radial confine-

ment energy (dashed line) used to calculate the total hole

localization energies using Eq. (1). As illustrated in Figures

2 and 3, small values for DEVB result in broad distributions,

with the mean QR height relatively insensitive to the choice

in DEVB. The peak localization energy also increases system-

atically with increasing confinement, approaching 400 meV

for a large valence band offset. Since we have assumed a

constant QR volume when relating the DR and H distribu-

tions, it is clear that radial confinement only contributes

when the two distributions start to overlap, i.e., for large val-

ues of H. The role of the effective hole mass was also consid-

ered whilst keeping DEVB constant. Figure 5 depicts the

dependence of the peak localization energy and QR height

(well width) for a range of values for the mean effective hole

mass within the QR. The solid symbols describe the calcu-

lated values when the hole-mismatch between the well and

barrier has been considered, whereas the mismatch has been

neglected for the open symbols. In both cases, the simulated

hole energy distributions remain relatively unchanged, devi-

ating only for m*¼ 0.04m0. In the case of the height distribu-

tions, the increasing hole mismatch relative to the GaAs

barrier (solid circles) leads to narrower height distributions,

whereas a 1/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�
p

dependence (dotted line in Fig. 5(b)) is

revealed for matching barrier/well hole masses (open

circles). By comparing the two approaches, we can deduce

that opting for a slightly smaller effective mass for the GaAs

barrier layer would lead to energy and height distributions

better matched to the cross-sectional TEM and PL results of

the quantum rings. As in Fig. 4, the calculated radial confine-

ment energy (dashed line in Fig. 5(a)) tracks the QR height,

contributing only due to the broadening of the height distri-

bution for a small effective mass.

In conclusion, the extended photo-response associated

with the localized hole states of type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum

rings have been described using a model in which the nano-

structures are represented by a Gaussian height distribution

and a large valence band offset of 950 meV. The broad QR

response has also been related to optical transitions between

localized hole states (k 6¼ 0) and the conduction band contin-

uum, with the peak state density lying roughly 390 meV

above the valence band maximum. The correlation between

the simulated QR height distribution and the associated band

of hole states have also been validated by TEM and PL

measurements performed on the solar cell structure.
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